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used as a hand-hold; then a reach over the narrow summit gives a good hand
hold for the last pull-up. The top is only some four feet by two feet wide, and
until recently a small box might have been found there securely fastened be
tween two stones; in this box was a book containing a record of the few
ascents. The box has, however, disappeared, possibly having been dislodged by
stones from above.

Since Mr H-S's climb some three or four years ago the rock has been climbed
by Mr J. W. Welford, who left the box and the book, and Mr G. Hastings. Then
in 1889 followed Mr J. W. Robinson of Whinfell Hall, Lorton, so well-known
in Lake District climbing circles, and Mr G. B. Gibbs of Darlington, the latter
being entirely alone when he climbed the rock. Mr Williams of Liverpool, and
his brother, also did the climb last year. In March of this year a party, including
a lady, made the ascent, while on Good Friday two more climbers reached the
top.

Pierre Vergez
Peter Steele

Gavarnie lies in the heart of the Pyrenees. It is a sleepy little town in winter
but alive in the summer when hordes of Lourdes pilgrims descend on it for
day outings to see the famous mountain Cirque and its gigantic waterfalls. As
soon as the tourists alight from their buses they are enticed on to the backs of
waiting donkeys by hovering young Alpine farmers turned muleteers for the
season. Plump mesdames, plonked on hard leather saddles jog garlic-sweaty
and breathless over the stony path that leads towards the Cirque, 5 kilometres
distant. Cures, too poor to find the muleteer's charge, tend their flocks, who
amble in disarray beside the stream that collects its waters from the snows of
the Pic du Marbore overtopping the enclosing hills.

I followed the crowd until the valley spread out a mile beyond Gavarnie,
and then left the path that headed towards an open meadow where a clump
of pine trees stood beyond a grazing ground called the Pre de Madame Carle.
These events took place in those rash and foolhardy days when contentment
was a rucksack on my back, a rope round my waist and a pair of climbing
boots on my feet. My companions were each as single-minded in their en
thusiasm for our new-found sport. We had learnt the elements of mountain
craft on the gritstone edges of Derbyshire, had pushed our frontiers to the
rockfaces of Scafell and wielded our first (ice-axe) blows on the snows of
Glencoe.

One local training place was Trinity College Great Court where the huge
corner pillar had to be traversed one foot above the ground. We met on
Sunday mornings kitted out as if to do battle with the N wall of the Eiger
and practised the tricky fall across into the corner recess where by inserting
3 fingernails of the left hand into a crack in the masonry you could get enough
leverage to gain a stance on a shelving ledge. If you balanced with the right
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foot, you could swing the left leg round the corner and stand up on your toes.
I was poised resting in the interim after the difficult move when a voice said,
'Longland didn't do it that way; he always used his chin.'

Behind me stood the 90-year-old, retired professor of geology, a Fellow of
Trinity, and one of the most eccentric of all Cambridge characters. He was an
ardent alpinist in his day and, were he not sympathetic to our cause, could
have had us rusticated for the criminal offence of climbing on the buildings.
Night climbing over the 'Wedding Cake' of St. John's or up the corner tower
of Kings' Chapel had become risky of late. The lightning conductors, upon
which you relied for pinch-grip were loose and would come away with an
indiscreet pull or the stone crockets crumble with a careless step, and if the
Proctor and his Bulldogs caught us our university career would end abruptly.

So we decided to pack in training for the moment and bicycle out to
Grantchester to get fit. Returning after dark my parachutist friend, Bill Turrall,
and I had to negotiate a set of revolving spikes placed to discourage illicit entry
into college but which, if used correctly, allowed a good pull-up on to the
windowsill of the bathroom of Q staircase. Tea and Swiss roll stoked the furnace
of our imagination while we planned wild aqventures to far off mountain
ranges. To us the Pyrenees was a good starting ground for Alpine climbing. The
routes were less severe than in the Alps where all the real mountaineers went,
and we did not dare call ourselves by that auspicious title since we were still
apprentices not yet fully blooded.

The Cirque de Gavarnie, a natural amphitheatre 3000 ft high, was the
destination of the muleteers. A thin ribbon of water fell a 1000 ft from the
steep rock face of the Pic du Marbore on the left side of the Cirque. To the
right three walls joined by shelving terraces and cut by a number of smaller
waterfalls, end in a crest that forms the border between France and Spain. Set
in the heart of the Cirque lies an hotel where tourists dismount from their
languid steeds, stretch aching limbs, massage pulverised bottoms and pour
fizzy drinks down parched gullets.

On our first day we climbed to the Breche de Roland, a gash on the skyline
ridge 300 ft high and a 100 ft wide, said to have been made by the French
cavalier trying to break his faithful sword, Durandal, on tne rock so it would
not fall into the hands of the infidels. We descended fast and arrived very
weary at the hotel. The tourists had gone, only the smell of manure that lay
thick on the path reminded us of the melee at midday. We were just a bunch
of unkempt climbers, making up in enthusiasm what we lacked in skill, yet
the welcome we received from Pierre Vergez made us feel like heroes.

Pierre was the patron of the hotel and a mountaineer who knew the sur
rounding peaks intimately, hunted the chamois in their spring hideouts and
guarded jealously the secret places where edelweiss and gentian grew. He
tolerated the tourists who used his beloved mountains as playthings but
brought him his living.

'Entrez, montagnards,' said Pierre, leading us down the cellar steps to 'le
cave' where the family lived during the busy summer months. He was of
average height and beneath his clothes we could see the bulging muscles that
had made him the finest climber in the region with an unparalleled knowledge
of the Pyrenean frontier. He was on the wrong side of 60 and his rugged
weatherbeaten face lit like a beacon when the strong red wine from his cellar
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loosened the blood vessels in his cheeks. He smiled mischievously and the
warmth of his sympathetic person spread over his face. He poured a glass for
each of us, making a a kissing sign against his closed fingertips to indicate the
quality of the grape.

'Alors, amis, you will climb the Voie Castagnez-Vergez tomorrow?'
This referred to a climb named by Pierre and his friend Castagnez after

they had made the first ascent many years before. It followed the steep rock
wall between 2 waterfalls on the right hand side of the Cirque, and had gained
a reputation as one of the hardest routes in the area.

Madame Vergez appeared dressed in black, a short round lady with lace at
her wrists and a black shawl round her shoulders. She took us under her wing
as though we were her own sons and introduced us to her niece who was
working for them in the summer, a very delectable young girl in whom we took
more than a mere family interest.
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We discussed the climb with Pierre and became excited at the prospect of
being the first British alpinists to do this sensational route. In pitch darkness we
returned to our camp by following a path through the forest and negotiating a
slippery log bridge that should have been an apt caution for the terrors of the
morrow but now unheeded because of the bravado induced by several glasses
of wine.

In the cold light of dawn, torches shining, we left camp in Indian file licking
the remnants of thick porridge breakfast from our lips. The sun touched the
crest of the Marbore as we passed the hotel lying nestled in shadow fast asleep,
not even a donkey neighing. Our boots crunched on the gravel as we tiptoed
by, hoping not to waken the sleeping family. An upstairs shutter opened and
Pierre's face appeared at the window.

'Attendez un moment, mes amis', he called down, Tai une idee.'
We waited on the terrace shuffling our feet to warm ourselves in the frosty

morning. Soon Pierre appeared still dressed in his nightshirt with a shotgun
over his arm and fieldglasses round his neck as though he had confused our
expedition with a goat hunt.

'Listen my friends, I have an idea. You may have difficulty in finding the
way up on the rock-face. I will watch you a""nd if you go off the route to the
left I will give 2 "coups de fusil"; if you miss the way to the right-one. Good
luck!'.

We climbed for 2 hours on firm granite with that ecstatic feeling of walking
on space. Then Bill, at the end of the rope length called down, 'Hold tight,
I'm stuck here and I may come off.' I could see him standing up on a tiny toe
hold with a lot of sky showing between him and the rock face. His red para
chute beret was pulled down over one ear and his face screwed up in concen
tration as he tried to work out his next move upwards. I noticed just a hint
of ankle shake as he began to tire and tremble with the muscle strain of standing
on such a small hold.

Then the still air was rent by the cracks of 2 shots that echoed off the sur
rounding walls. We looked back at the Hotel du Cirque more than a mile away
and could see Pierre on the balcony, his glasses trained on us and the shotgun
resting in the crook of his arm. Nothing needed to be said. Bill stepped down
and moved to the right along a narrow sloping ledge into a corner where we
had noticed that the angle of the steep rock eased. He belayed his rope round
a projecting flake of rock.

'This way,' he called, 'I'm tying on. Come on.'
'Climbing,' I shouted back, and moved up to join him. Ten hours later,

having climbed the 3 great walls of the right side of the Cirque, we reached
the top of the crest and looked down into the canyons on the Spanish side
of the Pyrenees. We raced down to the Breche de Roland and 2 hours later,
having run most of the way we were knocking at the door of the cellar long
after the last donkey-sore tourist had gone home.

Pierre opened the door beaming with pleasure. He wrung our hands in his
iron grip and embraced us with heartfelt delight. Madame kissed us on both
cheeks, cracked a bottle of the best wine from the back of the cellar, and went
off to prepare fresh artichokes for a celebration supper.

'That must be the first alpine climb that has been directed by gunfire,
montagnards,' said Pierre.
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